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Introduction 19
Many LSMs were developed and pressed into service during the 1980s and 1990s to 20 provide lower boundary conditions for the atmospheric GCMs used in climate and weather 21 simulation and prediction (Santanello et al. 2017) . This occurred at a time when 22 observations of key land surface variables, and the coupled processes that link the water and 23 energy cycles between the land and atmosphere, were extremely limited. As a result, 24 performance of coupled LSM-GCM systems has been sub-optimal . 25
The necessary observational data sets for validation are only recently becoming available; 26 datasets that combine co-located measurements of land surface states, surface fluxes, near-27 surface meteorology, and properties of the atmospheric column. Early field campaigns (e.g., 28 Sellers et al. 1992 Sellers et al. , 1995 interested scientific communities, FLUXNET expanded their instrumentation suite to closure of the surface energy balance. Rigid standards for data formatting and dissemination 43 within and across regional networks was lacking, so a global standardized and quality-44 controlled subset of data from many FLUXNET sites was produced ("La Thuile FLUXNET 45 dataset", cf. http://www.fluxdata.org) covering multiple links in the coupled land-46 atmosphere process chain (Santanello et al. 2011 ). The La Thuile data set enabled a greater 47 degree of model validation (e.g., Williams In this study, we employ the updated FLUXNET2015 synthesis data set, (Pastorello et al. 50 2017) expanding the multi-model multi-configuration study of soil moisture simulations in 51 Dirmeyer et al. (2016) to a global assessment of surface energy and water balance 52 simulations, and basic metrics of land-atmosphere coupling. Section 2 describes the 53 observational data and models examined. The next three sections present validations of 54 model annual means, annual cycles, and coupling metrics. We then discuss some of the 55 pathological model behaviors that emerge from the analysis and present conclusions. The range of dates of data varies considerably among model simulations, and also 61 between individual observational sites. We analyze spatial variability and compare only 62 climatologies (annual means or mean annual cycles) in order to minimize the effect of such 63 asynchronicities, and present a quantification of interannual variability. It is not the intent 64 of this study to validate model simulations of specific events, but rather their overall coupled 65 land-atmosphere behavior. Note also that many coupling metrics, including those used here, can be calculated for LSMs from a combination of forcing and model output, even though the 67 LSMs are not coupled to GCMs. 68 2.1 Observed data 69
In situ measurements of near surface meteorological variables, surface fluxes and soil 70 moisture used for model validation come from the November 2016 version of the 71 FLUXNET2015 station data set. Daily, monthly and yearly data have been used; processing 72 of the meteorological, radiation, heat flux and surface hydrologic data including gap-filling 73 are described by Reichstein et al. (2005) and Vuichard and Papale (2015) . Only the Tier 1 74 (open access) data are used in this study (see Table S1 for a complete list of sites) - Figure 1  75 shows the spatial distribution of sites and some of the key characteristics regarding data 76 availability. 166 sites provide 1242 site-years of data, but coverage is concentrated in the 77 mid-latitudes and particular underrepresentation in the tropics. 78
The variables processed for this analysis include surface pressure, near surface air 79 temperature and vapor pressure deficit, precipitation, four-component and net radiation, 80 surface sensible and latent heat fluxes (gap-filled following the method of Reichstein et al. 81 2005 and energy balance closure-corrected) and soil water content measured at the first 82 (shallowest) sensor. There is no consolidated information on the depth of the shallowest 83 sensor across all sites, but typically it is at 5cm or 10cm below the surface. Vapor pressure 84 deficit is converted to specific humidity using the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship. We have 85 used the provided FLUXNET2015 data at the corresponding time intervals for each 86 calculation: yearly data for annual means, monthly data for annual cycles, and daily data for 87 calculating coupling indices. 88
In addition, we examine a number of gridded global precipitation products for 89 comparison to FLUXNET2015 sites. These are listed in Table S2 Each has a Pearson's correlation of nearly 0.8, a rank correlation between 0.8-0.9, and the 195 highest number of stations whose ranges span the diagonal X=Y line. The lower limit for 196 RMSE across these sites is about 240mm. Note that all gridded products underestimate the 197 slope, indicating the inability of large area averages to resolve local variations in average 198 precipitation. 199 MERRA-2 performs on par with the best gridded observed products, namely because it 200 reports a bias corrected precipitation that is used as part of the assimilation process instead 201 of model-generated precipitation as an input to the LSM (Reichle and Liu 2014). Thus, it is 202 effectively another gridded observational data set for precipitation. Figure S1 Precipitation is among the most difficult quantities for models to simulate. We expect 209 among near surface meteorological variables the lowest correlations and largest coefficient 210 of variation for precipitation. It also has many observationally-based data sets to choose 211 from, providing a robust estimate of skill to be expected from comparing point 212 measurements to gridded data sets. Figure 2 provides generous thresholds, particularly for 213 correlations, to keep in mind when assessing model simulations of the terms of the surface 214 water and energy balance. As shown below, correlations of 0.7-0.8 are a challenge for models 215 to attain for precipitation, as well as some other water and energy budget terms. 216
Among near surface meteorology (e.g., temperature and specific humidity) and 217 downward surface fluxes (including shortwave and longwave radiation), precipitation has 218 the greatest small-scale variability on monthly to annual time scales, and is thus the most 219 difficult land surface "forcing" to replicate at the FLUXNET2015 sites. Figures S2-S6 show 220 the scatters and statistics for the models listed in Table 1 for these five variables. Here, the 221 restriction that the years of the models match those at each FLUXNET2015 site is lifted, and 222 the climatologies of the complete data sets are compared. Not surprisingly, the global 223 distribution of annual mean temperature is very well reproduced by the models ( compared differ. Nevertheless, the results are similar. We can consider MERRA-2 as 233
representing the upper limit of comparison for annual precipitation when the periods do not 234 match between models and observations. Offline Catchment actually performs slightly better 235 than MERRA-2, and CFSv2 is generally the poorest performing model system in the set. Free-236 running climate models understandably perform worse than either reanalyses or offline LSM 237 simulations, as they are least constrained by observational data. In the case of CFSv2, there 238 are essentially no constraints within the Earth system as an ocean model is coupled; other 239 free-running simulations have specified SSTs. 240
Precipitation is a major source of error at the land surface, but so are elements of the 241 radiation budget. We employ Taylor diagrams to synthesize the statistics of correlation 242 across FLUXNET2015 sites; RMSE and standard deviation are normalized by observed 243 values. Figure 3 shows the global distribution of annual mean downward radiation terms is 244 well simulated across all model configurations, with downward shortwave radiation 245 performing slightly better than downward longwave radiation. Recall for the LSM-only 246 models, downward radiation is an input forcing, and the quality of those data sets can vary 247 significantly (Slater 2016 ). However, the distribution of upward shortwave radiation is 248 rather poorly simulated, with the NCEP models showing the worst correlations, and the 249 NCAR models the best (yet explaining less than half of the variance). There is also a strong 250 tendency to under-represent the spatial variability (normalized standard deviations less 251 than 1) of downward shortwave radiation. This degrades simulation of net radiation, which 252 has consistently lower correlations than downward radiation terms, yet uniformly better 253 than upward shortwave radiation. The overlap of the spans of annual mean values from 254 models and observations (size of the dots) generally decrease from shortwave down to 255 longwave down to shortwave up. 256 Figure 3 implies discrepancies in the representation of surface albedo across models at 257 FLUXNET2015 sites. We show a Taylor diagram for calculated albedo in Fig. 4 . As there are 258 many sites at relatively high northern latitudes that experience snow cover for some part of 259 the year, snow albedo could specifically be a problem. However, a plot of only the JJA albedo 260 verification shows boreal summer generally has even lower fidelity, and systematically low 261 spatial variability, compared to the annual mean. The overlap between the spans of annual 262 mean albedos range among the models from 16% to 38% of FLUXNET2015 sites, but for JJA 263 they span only 13-24%. 264
The low variability could be explained by the fact that most LSMs, whether stand-alone or 265 partially explained by the scale difference (point measurements will vary more than grid-337 box averages) but is also likely due to the overly deterministic nature of many model 338 parameterizations (Palmer 2012) . 339
Taylor diagrams summarize the results across models. We focus on depictions of energy 340 budget terms, as they reveal some of the main issues among models. Figure 6 provided, correlations improve to 0.37-0.50 (not shown). The positive bias is not so 348 pervasive for latent heat; rather it appears the positive bias in net radiation tends to be 349 expressed in the sensible heat term. There is also a much larger spread among models for 350 sensible heat, both in terms of correlation (0.14-0.54) and normalized standard deviation 351 (0.78-1.50). 352
The models' skill in representing the phase of the annual cycle has a similar distribution 353 ( Fig. 7) . The phase of net radiation is best represented, latent and sensible heat have spatial 354 correlations of phasing between ~0.8-0.92 with sensible heat phases having slightly lower fidelity in general. It is interesting as the general consensus is that sensible heat flux is a 356 simpler process to model than latent heat flux, yet it has been shown in other contexts that 357
LSMs struggle more to simulate sensible heat flux (e.g., Best et al. 2015) . 358
The Taylor diagram for the annual cycle of albedo (Fig. 8) The model centroid usually lies below and to the right of the observed centroid for a given 401 coupling regime, meaning models tend to over-estimate the terrestrial coupling index (the rightward offset), yet underestimate the strength of the atmospheric leg (the downward 403 offset). Recall the number of FLUXNET2015 sites compared is not the same for each model. 404
The percentage in each quadrant indicates how many of the FLUXNET2015 sites in that 405 regime are correctly placed in the right quadrant. For instance, the CFS Reanalysis has 76% 406 of the FLUXNET stations exhibiting both coupling legs (red) in the correct regime. However, 407 there are clearly many dots of other colors also in the red quadrant, showing the model 408 places many other stations erroneously in that regime. Interestingly, none of the models put 409 the few sites with no warm-season coupling in the grey quadrant. Overall, the reanalyses 410 perform best: a 56.5% overall hit rate for the fully-coupled regime versus 52.8 for coupled 411 models, and 44.0% for offline LSMs; and for the atmosphere-only coupling regime 49.2% 412 versus 33.0% for coupled models and 31.6% for offline LSMs. 413
We have also examined performance of the models for their simulation of the observed 414 FLUXNET2015 correlations and standard deviations (the two terms in the coupling indices) 415 separately. As implied previously for the terrestrial leg, there is a positive bias in correlations 416 for all models except for ERA-Interim (Table 2) . Bias in the standard deviation of latent heat 417 fluxes across all sites is small for most models, so most of the positive bias in coupling index 418 comes from the correlation term. The model biases are even stronger in the anti-correlation 419 between soil moisture and sensible heat flux (not shown). However, there is generally an 420 even greater bias in correlations for the atmospheric leg (Table 2) Thus, this difference is not a concern regarding model performance per se, but rather 480 representativeness across scales. 481
Another general characteristic is that the models verify better against the corrected 482 surface fluxes and quantities derived from them; wherein observed sensible and latent heat 483 values are adjusted to close the surface energy budget. This makes sense as models close 484 surface energy (and water) budgets by design, whereas closure is not assured in an 485 observational setting where a number of instruments, with different calibrations and error 486 characteristics, contribute separate terms of the surface balances. However, when the 487 propagation of model errors through the energy and water cycles are traced ( Fig. 5) , EF in 488 models shows strong sensitivity to radiation errors, implying that conservation of Bowen 489 ratio (and thus EF) as a means to correct observed heat fluxes and close the energy balance 490 may not be the most efficacious. 491
There are differences that do appear to reflect general model biases. All models and 492 configurations show a positive bias in near-surface humidity (Fig. S3, S14) , downward 493 shortwave radiation (Figs. S4, S17) and a range of biases in downward longwave radiation 494 ( Fig. S5 ). Such radiation biases are a long-standing problem in global models (cf. Dirmeyer 495 et al. 2006) , and stem from problems in the parameterization of atmospheric radiative origin -there is clear indication that LSMs struggle to represent the spatial and temporal 498 variability of surface albedo (Figs. 4, 8) . 499
Combined with well-known difficulties models have in simulating precipitation (Figs. 2,  500 S6, S15, S25), it becomes extremely challenging for models to partition available energy 501 correctly at the surface between latent, sensible and ground heat fluxes, and to reproduce 502 the spatiotemporal patterns of relationships between soil moisture, surface fluxes and the 503 lower troposphere. Errors in latent heat flux generally correlate significantly to precipitation 504 errors, while sensible heat flux errors relate strongly to surface albedo errors. Evaporative 505 fraction errors connect to both, but more strongly to the energy (albedo -sensible heat flux) 506 pathway than the water (precipitation -latent heat flux) pathway. Height of the LCL, which 507 has a strong negative bias across all models related to the positive humidity bias, has errors 508 that correlate strongly to the water cycle pathway, but also to the energy cycle pathway. 509
The spatial distributions of the annual cycles are generally well reproduced for energy 510 budget terms, except for upward shortwave radiation, related to the albedo problems 511 discussed earlier. However, there is a tendency for too strong a seasonal cycle in net 512 radiation, caused by excessive summertime downward shortwave radiation, and expressed 513 more strongly in the annual cycle of sensible heat flux than latent heat flux. Models generally 514 do very well representing the spatial distribution of the phasing of the annual cycle, even for 515 precipitation (64-92% of variance explained) and soil moisture (40-61% of variance 516 explained). 517
Finally, despite the barriers described above to models' capacity to represent the 518 spatiotemporal distribution of land-atmosphere coupling, we find models often do a 519 reasonable job. Some systematic biases are evident: models consistently over-estimate the 520 strength of the terrestrial leg of coupling (namely, too strong a correlation between soil 521 moisture and sensible heat fluxes), yet even more clearly underestimate the strength of the 522 atmospheric leg (both the correlation between surface fluxes and boundary layer properties, 523 and day-to-day variability of boundary layer properties). Random observational error tends 524 to reduce correlations between observed quantities, so it is possible that models are not 525 greatly overestimating the terrestrial leg of coupling, or perhaps are not overestimating it at 526 all. However, we find the time series at most FLUXNET2015 sites are too short to robustly 527 estimate the random error effects on correlation -perhaps in another ten years we will be 528 able to quantify these errors. Similarly, the spatial scale differences between observations 529 and model output may contribute to the variance differences in the atmospheric leg, but 530 disparity in correlations between surface fluxes and LCL could only be stronger than 531 calculated here, not weaker, because of the effect of measurement error. 532
LSMs forced by global gridded meteorology rather than local forcing from the tower sites 533 themselves are handicapped to some degree (cf. Chen et al. 2017) . So our most confident 534 conclusion regarding land-atmosphere coupling is that models under-represent the 535 feedback of surface fluxes on boundary layer properties at FLUXNET2015 sites. We find this 536 unique data set has potential for model development and parameter optimization to alleviate 537 biases in model configurations shown to mirror those used in forecasting applications (Orth 538 et al. 2016 (Orth 538 et al. , 2017 . 539
Overall, we conclude that many of the long-known problems and biases in global models 540 of the land-atmosphere portion of the climate system still exist. Nevertheless, there is a fair 541 As one might expect, reanalyses tend to perform better, as they are more constrained by 550 observational data. LSMs run offline also benefit from meteorological forcing that is highly 551 observational in origin, but can be handicapped by their lack of two-way interaction with the 552 lower troposphere. It should be clear from the various figures that individual models 553 perform better or worse at simulating specific facets of land-atmosphere interactions. 554
However, we emphasize here the commonalities among models more than differences. This 555 study is not primarily intended as a model inter-comparison, but rather a multi-model 556 attempt to draw model-independent conclusions about the current state of performance of 557 land-atmosphere models (in various configurations) by confronting them with a new and 558 unique observational data set. 559
Furthermore, this study is not a final judgement, but a first look that will hopefully 560 catalyze accelerated development and improvement in coupled land-atmosphere modeling. 561
Application of cross-component metrics like coupling indices can reveal prime areas for 562 model development that are not evident from piecewise evaluation of model components. 563
The next step is intensive, focused sensitivity studies with individual models, preferably 564 validated in the context of coupled model systems, that will zero in on the problematic 565 parameterizations. We may also need to revisit some of the fundamental assumptions that 566 underpin the formulations in models (e.g., Cheng et al. 2017) . 567
Furthermore, it is clear that long-term observational monitoring is highly valuable, and 568 that value only increases with the duration of data sets at individual sites. Greater spatial 569 distribution of flux tower sites, especially into under-monitored regions outside middle-and 570 high-latitudes, would further increase the overall usefulness to model development. were produced using a modified version of the GrADS script developed by Bin Guan. We 584 thank Cristina Benzo for her contributions to produce Table S1, and Eleanor Blyth and two 585 anonymous reviewers for their helpful review comments. 586 587 Table 1 . Specifications for the four land and atmosphere model systems, including time span 
